
COMMITTEE TO END HOMELESSNESS VICTORIA
MINUTES of meeting Dec. 14 at Our Place.

Present:  Janie (in chair), David Turner, Peter, Joyanna, Susan, Kym, Lenore, Michael 
L, Diane Smarden, Alison, Hilary and guest speaker, Don Elliott,  executive director of 
the Coalition.

1. Acknowledgment that we meet on the territory of the Lkwungen people: Alison.
Inroductions.  Copies of minutes for the Dec 7 meeting. Agenda created.

2. DON ELLIOTT explained the reorganization of the Coalition, from 22 members of the 
board to 11, more stress on actions rather than research.  There will be a greater stress 
on inclusion, especially with establishment of the  aboriginal coalition and more support 
for the SIAC.  There will also be working groups on landlord liaison, housing stability, 
community engagement, outreach and tracking of progress.

There are now 9 people on staff, three of them full time.
The Coalition guides the use of funding ($30 million from BC AND $30 million 

 from the Capital Regional District) and examines how the money is spent
by the 41 local housing providers.
Housing First continues to be the Coalition's  guiding principle.

 Also concerns about housing stability and a need for interventions with 
housing providers to prevent evictions.

 Questions: Michael - when can we expect  that other $30 million from Ottawa?
Susan:  Can we stop "Red Zoning" by the police and other barriers by service providers 
that cut the homeless off from shelters, homes and food providers?
Kym: Can we bring in education to stop the stigmatization  of the poor by the police and 
service  providers? Criminalization is so rampant that Pivot Legal is now involved in a 
number of cases.  Toronto shelters are a good example of a change  in attitude towards 
the homeless. 
Others commented that shelters are not homes, that nobody seems interested in 
providing "wet" housing or housing  with lower barriers for addicts,  that we need 
more attention to housing stability.  Why isn't housing a human right.

3. NEWS FROM THE STREET
Heroin is back on the street, but expensive. Talk of an even stronger form of Fentanyl.  
Clinics opening right now at Our Place and Central Care to offer a safe place to use 
drugs.

4/  VIGIL Dec. 21:   Lots of publicity.  Hilary will read the city proclamation and be in 
charge of the mike, with help from Peter and Kimi from SOLID. Bernice will 
acknowledge that we meet on first nations' land. David Turner  will field press queries.  
We will acknowledge Mayor Lisa Helps and other politicians. Diana will look after the 
donation  box.  Susan brings lights and mike. Alison in charge of 
banners. Gail will have tickets for supper at the Green Cuisine, but we encourage those 
who can pay to do so!  ( Jain will go there before our vigil ends, to make sure they are 



ready for us. BRING FLASHLIGHTS AND DRESS WARMLY!

5. A NEW MINUTE TAKER:  KYM will introduce Cage, from Central Care, at our first 
New Year meeting Jan 4 at Sands.  Cage wants to learn how to take  minutes etc and 
will shadow Alison,
NEXT OUR PLACE MEETING JAN 11 1.30 with Marco from the Existence Project.
PASS THE HAT: $26.10 (which somebody will pass to David Tat)>
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